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LEWIS' POSTULATE OF EXISTENCE DISARMED

ROBERT W. MURUNGI

C. I. Lewis [5], pp. 178-179, introduced his so-called existence postu-
late to delineate his system of strict implication from material implication.
Cress well [2], p. 291, adopted a postulate according to which in a Kripke [4]
normal model structure (G, K, β), it must be that K>{0\. This formula,
as Cresswell points out, is equivalent to the validity of Lewis' postulate.
Now according to Kripke's modelling for classical sentential modal logic
(see [3] and [4]), with respect to K = {G}, all true sentences would be neces-
sary. Lewis' postulate is designed to block against such modal collapse.
The problem with which we have to contend is this: Is this postulate a nec-
essary truth to be assumed as an axiom of modal logic? Should the possi-
bility that K = {G} be excluded for fear of modal collapse? I wish to show
that Lewis' postulate is a contingent, not a necessary, truth and, conse^
quently, that modal collapse is no ground for excluding such possiblities as
K = {G}.

Most modal logicians appear to think that Lewis' postulate is a neces-
sary truth. Church alone in [1] was inclined to cast doubt on the majority
position. The following considerations justify Church's position.

We take a possible world to be not, as in Kripke modelling, a truth-
value assignment for a wff a, but a set of truth-value assignments for a.
By a valuation space for a wff a let us understand a set of possible worlds
W such that for any truth-value assignment Σ to the variables of a, there is
a member M/, e W in which Σ is represented. Now if, as in classical sen-
tential calculus, there are exactly 2k possible truth-value assignments to
the variables of a wff a which contains occurrences of exactly k distinct
sentential variables, then there are exactly 22k - 1 non-empty possible
worlds in W. Semantics for L are then stipulated classically, not across
possible worlds but within them as follows:

(L) Let Wι € W be any set of truth-value assignments satisfying the usual
conditions for sentential calculus de inesse. Then for any wff a, and any
truth-value assignment ΣβWi, the truth -value,, V, of La is defined by the
clause V(La> wf) = ί, iff for every ΣeM>f ,V(α,M>'f.) = t. Otherwise, V(a, w^) =/.
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Besides semantics for (L\ in order to evaluate Lewis' postulate ade-
quately, we need semantics for wff with quantified sentential variables.

(Π) Let w\i e W be as in (L) above. Then the truth-value, V, of a universally
quantified wff Upa is defined as follows: V(Ώpa, wj) = t iff for each Σe w^,
V(a, w\i) = t. Otherwise, V(Tlipa, W{) =/.

A wff a is said to be true in WM iff V(a, Wι) = t for each Σ e w^. A wff a
is said to be contingent iff V(a, wti) = t under some Σe wi{ and V(a, wp) =f
under some Σ'e wti, where, of course, Σ Φ Σ'. A wff a is valid iff for every
w'i e W, V(a9 Wj) = t. Validity is thus defined classically as truth in all pos-
sible worlds. Finally, a wff a is a necessary truth iff a is valid.

Now as Cresswell in [2], p. 291, has pointed out, Lewis'postulate is
equivalent to

(1) NUpCpLp.

To see that (1) is contingent, consider the M\T') thesis in Murungi [6],
namely, necessitas consequentis,

(2) CpLp.

The valuation space for (2) has exactly three non-empty members: two
possible worlds in which p and Lp have the same truth-value and in which
(2) is true, and one possible world in which there is some Σew3 such that
(2) is true and some Σ' e w3 in which (2) is false. Hence, by (Π), V(ΠpCpLp,
M>I) = V(UpCpLp, w2) = t while V(UpCpLp, w3) =f. Hence F((l), wλ) = F((l),
w>2) = / while 7((1), w3) = t. It follows that (1) is contingent. Therefore,
Lewis' postulate is not a necessary truth to be assumed as an axiom of
modal logic. The possibility that W = {w3} cannot be excluded on grounds of
modal collapse, since in this case the Axiom of Necessity CLpp is true
while (2) is contingent. Classical modal logic is in need, not of Lewis'
postulate, but of a pregnant notion of possible worlds.
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